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Contact Us





Looking for information on products or services contact the sales team and start your sustainable journey.













Go to Contacts























Contact The Repair Centre





Request warranty information regarding a purchases or open a Support Ticket.













Repair Support
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Refurbished Devices


















Desktops Pcs 






Laptops 






Chromebooks 






Macbooks 






Tablets 






PC Monitors 






WorkStations 

































On Demand Range

Order today, get it tomorrow!

















 
View the range 
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Refurbished Brands















Dell 






HP 






Lenovo 















Acer 






Apple 






Asus 
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Refurbished Bundles















PC Bundles 






Laptop Bundles 






Monitor Bundles 
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Popular Refurbished Devices








	

[image: HP Chromebook 11A G6 1]


 HP Chromebook 11A G6 AMD A4 | 4GB RAM | 16GB eMMC

€350.00 €99.00
	

[image: Lenovo Thinkpad T490 6]


 Lenovo Thinkpad T490 Core i5-8265U | 16GB RAM | 256GB SSD | Windows 11 Pro | Grade A+ | 2 Year Warranty

€429.00
	

[image: Dell Latitude 7400]


 Dell Latitude 7400 Core i5-8365U | 16GB | 512GB SSD | Windows 11 Pro

€1,599.00 €399.00
	

[image: Dell Latitude 5480]


 Dell Latitude 5480 Core i5-7300 | 8GB RAM | 256GB SSD | Windows 10 Pro | Webcam

€269.00
















Need to see more?

We have added our most popular search items, if you're item is not here, view our full catalogue...




Explore the full catelog
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New Devices















Desktops Pcs 






Laptops 






Chromebooks 















Tablets 






PC Monitors 






WorkStations 
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Shop Brands















Dell 






HP 






Lenovo 















Acer 






Apple 






Asus 
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Extras & Accessories















Bags & Backpacks 






Cables & Chargers 






Headsets 






USB Adaptors 















Phone Accessories 






Keyboard & Mice 






Batteries 






Docking Stations 















Tablet cases 






Webcams 






Software 






Tablet Accessories 
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Popular Laptops (New)








	

[image: Microsoft Surface Go Laptop]


 Microsoft Surface Go Laptop Touchscreen Core i5-1035G1 | 4GB RAM | 64GB eMMC | Windows 10 Pro Academic

€489.00
	

[image: TERRA Laptop 1551P]


 TERRA Laptop 1551P Core i5-1240P | 8GB RAM | 512GB SSD | Windows 11 Pro

€1,139.00
	

[image: Acer D Chromebook C934 9]


 Acer-D Chromebook C934 Celeron N5100 | 4GB RAM | 32GB SSD | Chrome OS

€402.00
	

[image: TERRA Laptop 1778R]


 TERRA Laptop 1778R | Intel Core i7-13700H | 16GB RAM | 1TB SSD | Windows 11 Pro

€1,729.00
















Need to see more?

We have added our most popular search items, if you're item is not here, view our full catalogue...




Explore the full catelog
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	On Sale NOW!
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Empty Category Notice





We're sorry...





but the page you're looking for cannot be found....





It appears that the link you followed or the page you were trying to access no longer exists. Please use the navigation menus or search functionality on our website to help you find what you're looking for.

If you need further assistance, feel free to reach out to us. Thank you for visiting our site.












 Back to the Shop


 Contact GreenIT
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Find your next device...
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Shop Desktop PCs









GreenIT offer one of the widest ranges of refurbished desktop PCs and new desktop PCs in Ireland frm leading brands and at amazing quality and savings.






Refurbished PCs


New PCs
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Shop Workstations









GreenIT offers a variety of refurbished desktop and mobile workstations, as well as new options. If its prower and performance you need a workstation is the only answer.






Desktop WSs


Mobile WSs
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Shop Laptops









GreenIT laptops offer reliability, high performance, and great value for personal and professional use. Whether it's new or refurbished, its the same quality.






Refurbed Laptops


New Laptops
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Shop Tablets









GreenIT's range tablets offers versatility, affordability and sustainability, the perfect combination for your next eco-friendly choice.






Refurbed Tablets


New Tablets























GreenIT stands as Ireland's leading refurbisher of sustainable IT devices, offering a diverse range of new and refurbished options, including desktop PCs, workstations, laptops, and Chromebooks. Serving sectors such as Education and Health throughout Ireland, GreenIT is committed to providing eco-friendly and reliable IT solutions.

Discover GreenIT's selection of top-quality PCs, laptops, workstations, tablets, and IT storage solutions. Renowned for exceptional build quality and performance, GreenIT ensures you receive cutting-edge technology products.

Whether you need a robust workstation for design projects or a dependable IT solution for your business, GreenIT has you covered. With a dedicated focus on delivering top-notch technology, GreenIT is your trusted source for all your IT requirements.

Opt for excellence – choose GreenIT for your new desktop PCs, workstations, laptops, Chromebooks, and more, meeting your IT needs sustainably.
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Help & Support

For Help & Support contact GreenIT





Contact Support
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DHL prioritises sustainability with carbon-neutral buildings, utilising renewable energy,automation, and sustainable heating.



























 







Sustainability is at 
our heart.
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dpd's fleet of diesel vans and trucks, represents over 2/3 of our emissions. That is why we have committed over €2m to decarbonising our transport operations.  Find out More




























GreenIT was among the first companies in Ireland to operate in the circular economy.
Since 2015, more than 500,000 devices have been reconditioned and distributed throughout Ireland to the highest standard. The company has continued to grow and developer, becoming a Microsoft registered refurbisher and taking part in a number of local and European driven circular economy studies and projects ho help move Ireland into a more sustainable IT culture.




Keep in touch








Phone
For New Sales: 045 409150
For Order Info: 045 409937

Opening Hours:
Mon – Fri : 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.











Useful information








Terms & Conditions 






Privacy Policy 






Cookie Policy 






What is Refurbished IT 






Shipping Information 






Warranty 












Contact & Support








All Contacts 






Open a support ticket 






Information & Support 






The Refurbished Process 






Your Wish list 
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Login 








 





Login



Username or email address *
 


Password *





WC Login






 Remember me

 Log in



Lost your password?















Mmm! Cookies... 

Our website uses cookies to improve your browsing experience. We'll assume you're ok with this if you stay or continue exploring our website. 



More info


Accept








































